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Let A be a skew field and Z be its center. We call A algebraically closed 
(a.c.) if for each element S(x) E (A )kz Z[x])b there exists an element a E A 
such that S(u) = 0. (Here Z[x] is a polynomial ring with one generator and 
A ez Z[x] is the free product of A and Z[x] with amalgamated Z.) 
If A is a field and therefore Z = A we have the standard definition of an 
a.c. field. Our purpose is to construct an a.c. skew field which is not a field. 
Unfortunately such a construction cannot be done by adjoining root after 
root as is possible in a commutative setting; e.g., it is not difftcult to show 
that one cannot adjoin a root of the equation ix-xi - 1 = 0 to the 
quaternions ([3.5]). 
1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SKEW FIELD 
Let the group G be the direct sum of a cohntable number of additive 
groups Q of rational numbers. For reasons which become understandable 
later we will use multiplicative notation for elements of G. Let us denote 
@l~Pl,&,P*Y., &,P,, 0,O ,...) from G as follows: 
g=p~1q’;tp~2q~z ***pf’@“ wherepI, q19pz9 qz,.**,Pi, qiv** 
is some countable alphabet. 
Let us define a lexicographic linear order on G by relations 
p,Qq,<p2<q2<***< 1 (u<b< 1 means that a < b” for each natural 
number n) (sop;‘% q;l %-p;l% ... > 1). 
BY Gm n we denote the subgroup of G generated by the elements p,““, 4;“’ , 
where n is a natural number and i = 1,2 ,..., m. Let K be an algebraically 
closed field of zero characteristic. Now consider the following subset A of the 
set of Malcev-Neumann series on G: a E A can be written as CgEH u(g) * g, 
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where H = Gmcnj,ncaj and is a well-ordered set and a(g) E K\O. Let us denote 
H by supp(a). As is known ([6,8]), A is a skew field with respect to 
addition and multiplication of its elements as series. 
We will consider G as a subset of A, identifying each g E G with 1 * g. By 
A m,n we denote the subset of A which consists of all a with supp(a) c G,,,. 
We define for A two derivatives with respect to pl, ql. It is more 
convenient o define these derivatives in an indirect way, regarding pi + , , qi+ i
as “functions” of pi, qi (so all pi, qi are “composite functions” of p,, 4,): 
aPi+l aPi+l =o 
api’P2 y 9 
%i+ 1 
api=p,? 
&?i+l 
-g-= 4;’ (1) 
then by chain rule 
(2) 
-= fI q;l, %i+ 1 
341 j=l 
Now we can extend alap, and 3/i3q1 to G by the ordinary rules for 
derivatives of product and inverse and to A by linearity. It is easy to check 
that the A,,, are closed under a/~Yp, and LJ/iYql and under series addition and 
multiplication. Let us denote i?f/lap, and af/aq, by fP, and f,,, respectively. 
Let us introduce a valuation on A (as a linear space) with values in 
G: ]a ] = min supp(a) for a E A\O, ]O] = 0, where 0 is bigger than any 
element of G. It follows from (1) that 
Now we are ready to define multiplication (*) on A: 
Ifa,bEA,thena*b=~fa,;.b,:. 
i=o 1. 
(Here f,i is the ith derivative and * is series multiplication.) Multiplication * 
is well-defined because ]a,[ b,i ] > p; ’ q ;’ ] ab ] and for each g E G there exists 
a natural number j, such that’ p;‘q;’ > g. Hence any g E G can occur only 
in a finite number of terms of the sum in (3). Also if supp(u) lJ 
supp(b) = G,,, then supp(a * b) c G,,,. Let us check that the multiplication 
defined is associative: 
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So A is an algebra with a valuation with respect to ordinary addition, * 
and 1). 
It is easy to see that the A,,, are subalgebras of A and that they are skew 
fields ([4], or Section 4). So A itself is a skew field. 
Let us denote by G, the subgroup of G generated by the rational powers of 
pi, q,., where i > k (so G, = G) and by A, the subset of all a E A with 
supp(a) c G,. It is possible to define an algebraic structure on A, as follows: 
with the help of (1) we define a/ap, and a/8pk on A, ; then by substituting 
these operations in (3) one can define multiplication on A,. It is obvious that 
Ai and A, (A, = A) are isomorphic. 
Now let us prove 
LEMMA 1. The center Z of the algebra A consists of elements ke, where 
k E K and e is the unit element of the group G. 
Prooj Let fE Z n A,,, . Then 
where suPP fn,,...,n, belongs to the subgroup generated by the qf’“. Writing 
[a,b]=a*b-b*a we see that fq,= [f,pl] =O, so C~:l.~.pin 
ul ,.....A.)ql = 0 and therefore (fn ,,..., I,)ql = 0. Suppose that among fA ,,,.., An 
there is an element h with supp(h) # e. Let us write h as h = C,, q: h, where 
h, E A,. Then h,, = C, q:-‘@h, + (hJq ) = 0 which is possible only if 
,K = 0 and (hLoqt = 0 because l(h,),J > (qTf h, 1. This means that h E A, and 
hq2= 0. So h E A, and hqj= 0, and so on, which means that supp(h) c 
nfYl Gi=e. 
So suppdf) belongs to the subgroup generated by the pi’“, and using the 
relation f,, = [ql ,f ] = 0, one can show that suppdf) = e. So we can identify 
Z and K. 
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From this lemma follows: 
LEMMA 2. Let S(x) E (A * +])\A. Then there exists a E A such that 
S(a) # 0. (In other words A does not satisfy a g.p.i.) 
Proof: The skew field A has infinite dimension over its center. So, as is 
shown in [ 1 ] or [7] it is not a g.p.i. algebra. 
2. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION IS(x)l=g 
Let S(x) E (A *K K[x])\A. Considering x as a general element of A we 
can expand any monomial in S(x) just as was done to prove associativity. 
The result is a sum of products of derivatives of x and elements of A, where 
the products are computed using the ordinary (commutative) multiplication 
of series. When we do this to each monomial in S(x), the result may be 
written 
qx) = Cfi,Jx(ib.h) . . . X(ikJk). 
GJ 
(4) 
(Here xdVi) denotes a”jx/+~8~, r and J are multiindices r= (il . + - i,J, 
.i= (j, ,-JJ and all fi,JE A,,,, for some fixed m and n.) The sum on the 
right-hand side of (4) gives a well defined operator since if x E A and g E G 
are fixed, then only a finite number of summands have valuation less than or 
equal to g. Finally, from Lemma 2 it follows that some fi,/ are not equal to 
zero. 
Let us call the expression 
where 
a homogeneous operator over A,, if it satisfies the following conditions: (1) 
there are natural numbers r and s such that all fr,;;, belongs to A,,, ; (2) for 
each fixed x E A, and g E G, only a finite number of terms satisfies 
1 fi,Ix;hJ~) . . . X$kJk) 1Gg; (*I 
(3) all summands have the same degree k in x, which we will denote by 
deg S,. A homogeneous operator S, can be rewritten as 
s, = c P;“4;+W,$!,(x) = c PXSn,r,s(x) (6) 
(r, s, id r, s 
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where each St;i!s is an operator over A,, with coefficients from A,,+, in 
which every summand contains i derivations by p, and j derivations by q, . 
Property (z=) shows that the set {piqi} is well ordered and that each 
operator S,, r, s consists of a finite number of summands. Let us call 
cCdS,,,,bW~ where p3b, = min { p;qf,} the cop part of the operator S, and 
denote this top part by S,, . Let us denote by HO(A,) the set of homogeneous 
operators over A,. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose S, E HO(A,) and f?,,=S, and deg S,= k. If 
xEAn+1 then S,,(p:qEx) =p!j”+aq~“+bSn+l(x), where S,,, E HO(A,+,). 
ProoJ For x E A,, 1 it follows that 
ax ax ax 
z= 8Pn+l + %n+l pi’ ( 1 
and 
ax ax -- 
z- aq,+' "'* 
so 
(p;q~x)~‘J” . . . (p;q;x)$Jk) =p~U-Zirqkn”-~j’Sn+I,;,i(X) 
where S, + 1 ,i,J E HO(A,+ J and contains only a finite number of terms. 
Therefore 
Sn(P37W =P37f: c P;dw’(P::Gx) 
id 
(7) 
= ku+a kutb 
P” 4, Es n+l,i,j(X)=P!Y+ad?+bSn+I(X)* 
i,.i 
(Bear in mind that the coeffkients of Sy*j’ belong to A,+1 and there is only a 
finite number of operators SL’“‘.) 
LEMMA 4. If S,E HO(A,), xEA,+~ -and s,(p:q;x)#O then 
lSnWq~x)l = I~ApXx)l and lS,(piqU,x) - S,MWI > IS,WqExI. 
ProoJ: From expansion (6) and Lemma 3 we can see that 
Sn(PXx)= c Pk,u+r4~“+sSfl+I,r,,(x) 
r,s 
where lSn+l,r,s(xl E Gn+lUOe 
This proves the lemma. 
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Definition of u, u-step. Suppose that S, E HO@,) and deg S, = k and 
S” =P:,clsrs,,,,,w. L e us call the act of passing from the operator S,(x) to t 
the operator S,, i,,+ (xl =pnkuqnkuS,,,,,(p~q~x) (here x E A,, J a u, u- 
step. Let us denote S,, i,,,,(x) by d,,,(S,). 
Remark. A useful interpretation of the U, u-step is as a substitution 
P n+l = lnh qntl = lnp,q, in accordance with (l), where In denotes the 
natural logarithm. Then we can write (forfE A,, i) 
(~u,?J)df(Pn+ 1) qn+J =p~r-ku9~s-kv~(p~4~f(lnp,, bw,)). 
Some computations how that the first few terms of ~Jx(‘*~)) are given by 
~~,~(~(a,b)) =X(u,b) + aX(o-l,b+l) +(bo-( ;)) x(a7b-1) 
Lemma 4 can be reformulated as follows. 
LEMMA 4’. Let S, E HO(A,) with k = deg S, and F,, =pL qi S,,,,, . If 
S n+ 1 =4,&J and %+ &) f 0 then 
IS,(P:q:x)l =P:U+‘q~“+SIS,+l(x)I and 
lS,(P:q:x) -P~+rq;r”+sS”+l(x)l > IS,(P;q;x)l. 
Let us denote by deg’ S,(deg*S,) the highest total number of derivations 
with respect o p, (q,, respectively) which appears among the summands of 
S,(S, E HO(A,)) if this number is finite. 
LEMMA 5. Zf S, E HO(A,) and S, f 0 then fir any u, u d,,,(S,) f 0. 
Proof: Let g,(x) =p:q~C~i,j~EIp~9’,S~j’(x), where i = deg’S:*“, 
j= deg*Sy*“. It can be easily observed from (7) that Sz7”(piqix)= 
pF-‘qF-‘C T’,‘>i” (x) (here i’ = deg’T’,‘x”, j’ = deg’Z$;!“), where in the 
sum i’ < i and if i’ = i then j’ <j. Note that Tlf;/i is obtained from Sy,j’ by 
changing alap,, and alap,, to 8/8pn+ i and a/as,,+, , respectively, so that 
Tlf$ f 0. Now choose a = max(i: (i,j) E I), b = max(j: (a,j) E I) (I is a 
finite set, so this is possible). Then TIP;:’ $0 cannot be cancelled. 
Given an element g =p2q> .a. p>q: of G, with ri + si # 0, let us call 
the number n - m + 1 the width of g relative to m and denote this number by 
w,(g); we set w,J 1) = 0. For S E HO(A,) denoted by w(S) the maximal 
width relative to m of its coefficients. 
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LEMMA 6. If S, E HO(A,) and Sm+, = A,,,(S,) and w(S,) > 0 then 
wm+ 1) < w(SrtJ 
Proof Suppose that all coefficients of S, belong to An.k, where n is the 
least possible. Then w(S,) = n - m + 1. On the other hand, the coefficients 
Of S,+* also belong to A,,, so w(S,+ J < n - (m + 1) + 1 < w(S,). 
COROLLARY. Let S E HO(A,). After applying w(S) u, v-steps to S we 
will get an operator with constant coefficients (coeflcients belonging to K). 
Let us call S E HO(A,) clean if all of its coeflcients are constants and if 
S= S, and denote the set of clean operators over A,, by C(A,,). It is easy to 
see that an operator in C(A,) is triply homogeneous with respect to deg, deg’ 
and deg2. 
LEMMA 7. Let S, E C(A,) and S,, =A,,,(S,). Then deg’En+, < 
deg’S,; if deglS&+i = deg’S, then deg2S,,+, < deg2S,; and if deg’S,+, = 
deg’S, and deg2S,+, = deg2S, then Sn+, is obtained from S, by changiing 
@P, to WPn+ 1 and a/84,, to 8/8q,, + , . 
The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5. 
Clean operators which do not change after some U, v-step can be charac- 
terized. Let us denote the set of such operators by Inv,,,(A,J. We will prove 
the following 
PROPOSITION 1. If S E Inv,,,(A,) then S(f) = cf k if v # 0 and S(f) = 
C(p.‘))efk-e ifv = 0 (f or some c E K and some integers k, e). 
It is easy to prove this statement if deg S = 1, so we can use induction on 
deg S and assume that the statement is proven for all operators with degree 
less than deg S. 
Let us choose the maximal derivative x(0-b) among all x(~*~) which occur 
in S: specifically, choose a + b = max(i +j), c1= max{il i +j= a + b}. Write 
S(x) = c;=, (X(=‘b))e S@) (x), where Se) does not contain x(‘*~) and write A 
for A,,,; then 
W(x)) = 6 (a.b))dA(S(d)) + (X@.b))d-l 
x [44x 
(a$) _ XW) SW +@‘d-I’)] + . . . . 
1 > 
So Sd’ E Inv,,,(A,) and therefore dx(a*b)S(d) + Sd-” E Inv,,,(A,). If d > 1 
we can apply induction to dx(a3b)S(d) + Sd-” and obtain that x(“,~) is x(l*‘) 
or x (depending on v = 0, v # 0), which proves the statement. So from now 
on we assume that d = 1 and S =x (a*b)So) + S(O). The proof will be 
completed in the following two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 8. deg’ S = 0. 
ProoJ If u # 0 then S”’ = cxkel and A(x’“~~‘x~-‘) contains the 
monomial x(~-‘*~+‘)x~-~ provided a # 0. But AS”’ - S”’ cannot contain 
this monomial which means that a = 0 and deg’ S = 0. 
We now consider the case v = 0, u # 0. Here S(i) = c(x(~~‘))“’ xk-“+’ and 
A(x (o,b)S(l)) contains x(a-l*b+l)S(l) if a # 0. Let us represent S’O’as 
Z=o(x (a--l,b+U)i S’O.“. Then S (Oqd) E Inv(A,) if d > 1. So deg’S =a = 
(a - 1) d, where a and d are positive integers and therefore a = d = 2 (or 
d= 1). If d = 2, then S(l) and S’072’ E Inv(A,) and ~(Ax”*~~” - 
xCi,b+U)S(OJ’ +A,$%” + 29” = S’o,” or AT__ T= _2S(i), where T= 
~(‘,b+‘)S(O,*) + S(OV’). If d= 1 then AS(O*‘) _ S(OV’) = _aS(‘). So in both 
cases we obtain an operator T with the properties 
deg T < deg S, deg’ T= 1, AT - T E Inv(A,). (**) 
Write T= ,JJ$, (x(‘~)~ Tti), where xCCf) is maximal for T (here d is new). 
Then c< 1; if c= 1 then d= 1, and ifc=O thenf> 1. IfAT’d’#T(d) then 
AT- T contains a term with (x(~~)~, so it cannot be in Inv(A,) by 
induction. So Ted’ is in Inv(A,) and by induction deg ’ Ttd’ = 0. But then 
c = 1 (or we would have deg’ T = 0) and so T = x(‘~T(‘) + T(O). If f= 0 
then T(O) = 0 (because deg ‘T(O) - 1 ), so AT- T= (xc’*‘) + ux) T”’ & 
Inv(A,) if u # 0 (Inv(A,) is not a linear space)! Iff> 0 then (again using a 
new d) we write T(O) = Cfzo (xtoft l))i T(“*i), where d> 1. As before d > 1 
gives T(“*d) E Inv(A,), so that deg’ T”’ = 0. Thus d = 1 and T(O) = 
x(hft ‘,T(o,l) + T’o.0’. So AT-_ T=x’oftl’(T’l’ +AT’o.” _ T’o.“)+ . . . 
which means that AT”*” - T”*” = -T”‘. So T”*” satisfies properties (**) 
and deg T”.” < deg T. Now it is sufficient to show that an operator W 
satisfying properties (**) and having deg W = 1 cannot exist. For such an 
operator W(x) = ~(~3~) and AW- W=X’~,~“) + ... 6Z Inv(A,) if g > 0. If 
g=O then AW- W=X’~~” + ux @ Inv(A,) if u # 0. So deg ’ S = 0 if u = 0, 
u # 0. 
Finally, suppose u = v = 0. In this case Ax”‘j’ does not contain x if 
i* +j* # 0. This means that if S = C$o xiSi, where Si does not contain x 
then all Si E Inv(A,) and if d > 0, then by induction deg’ S = deg’ S, = 0. 
So we may assume d = 0 and So’ = c(x(‘~~))~-~, so that deg* S = b + k - 1. 
Now we claim that S contains no x(~,‘) either. Assuming the claim, we can 
write S(x) = S(X(‘,~)), so that S(x) E Inv,,_ 1(,4,) and the lemma is proved 
by referring to the previous case. 
To prove the claim, let x(‘~*~)x(‘~*~) . . . x (it,o)S’ consist of all terms of S 
having maximum f (>O) and so that (i 1, 2 ,..., it) is maximal with respect o i 
lexicographic ordering. Since Ax”j’ does not contain x(“*‘) if j # 0, S’ is in 
Inv(A,), so S’ = c(x(~,~))~-~. By homogeneity with respect to deg*, 
b+k-l=k-t, so that t=l-b<l. For a contradiction assume t=l, 
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b = 0 and write S = CyC1 xcrqo)Si. We have S, = S(i) = ~(x(O*l))~-l and by 
homogeneity S,- r = cr x (“‘)(x(~‘~))~-*. Examination of the S,-, term in 
AS = S now gives 
S,-, = AS,-, - 
= cl(x(“‘) + x(o,2) )(X(OJ))k-2 _ ( ; ) (X(O,l))k-l, 
a contradiction if a > 1 or c, # 0. If a = 1 and ci = 0 then S = x”*“S,and 
As = (x(‘*O) + x(O*l)) S, # S again. 
We have now reduced the proof of Proposition 1 to the case when 
deg’S = 0. For such an S E Inv,,,(A,) it is obvious that S E Inv,,,(A,). 
So assume that S E Inv,,,(A,) and deg’ S = 0. Let us reduce our problem 
further to the case when S has rational coefficients as follows. The field Q of 
rational numbers belongs to K. The coefficients of the operator S span a 
finite dimensional linear subspace of K over Q. If we take now any basis {ci} 
of this subspace we can represent S as 
s =c f$p 
I 
where the operators S (i) have rational coefficients and where ci E K are 
linearly independent over Q. Now u is rational, and derivations also give 
only multiplications of coefficients by rational numbers, so it is obvious that 
each SC*’ is also “invariant” for this 0, u-step. Thus without loss of generality 
we can assume that S(x) has rational coefficients. 
Let us define now the natural action of S on the smooth functions in a 
variable y: we interpret (~?/@,)df) as 0 and @/aq,,)df) as dfldy. Then the 
invariance of S can be expressed by the formula 
This follows from the relation d In y/dy = y- ’ in analogy with the relation 
aq,, + Jaq,, = 4;‘. It was shown in the proof of Lemma 8 that the case v = 0 
can be reduced to the case v = -1, so below we suppose that u # 0. 
LEMMA 9. Zf S E Invo,,(A,) then deg2 S = 0 (u # O!). 
Proof: In this lemma we consider S as a differential operator on 
functions of one variable. If deg2 S > 0 then S(1) = 0. Hence 0 = S(1) = 
~(~v~--ulny) =ykv-iS (e-“yI) and S(e-“)= 0. This means that S(e-“‘ly) = 0 
for any rational I, (since S is homogeneous it follows from Sdf(y)) = 0 
that S(~(&J)) = 0 for any rational A). But then 0 = S(e-“AIY) = S(y” 
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exp(-v In y) exp(-ul, exp In y)) = ykvwi S(exp(-vy,) exp(-A, expy,) gives 
S(exp(-vl, y) exp(-vl, exp J,Y)) = 0 and so on. After n steps we obtain 
S((f;)-“) = 0, where f, = exp(1, exp& ..a exp A, y) a.. ) (& are arbitrarily 
chosen rational numbers). So it would be enough to prove that S cannot 
have all dfA)-” as solutions. But S(g-“) = 0 means that g, g(l),..., gCd’ 
(where d = deg* S) satisfy some polynomial relation, so gCd’ is an algebraic 
function of g, g(l) ,..., g (d-1) The fact that f, and its first n derivatives are . 
independent as functions of A,, A2 ,..., A, is checked in Section 4. Thus the 
proof of this lemma and the proof of the proposition are complete (because 
deg’ S = deg* S = 0 means that S(J) = cf”). 
Now we can begin solving the equations. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let S = S, E HO(A,), deg S, = k > 0. Then the 
equation 1 S,(x)l = g, has solutions in A and there exists a unique solution in 
G with maximal possible valuation. This solution xs,(g,) has the following 
properties: 
(4 xs(g) < x,(h) Vg < h; 
(b) wl(xs( g)) < max(w,(g) + 1, w(g) + deg’ s+ deg* s); 
(c) if wl(xs(g))= wi(g)+ 1 then g=&$,q;*, where b is a positive 
integer and g E G,_,,, for some n; 
(4 Vu E A and I Y I > xs(g) then I S(y)1 > g. 
Proof Let g, =pi1q;‘g2, where g, E G, and S,(x) =p:qiS,,,,,(x). If 
xEA2 then S,(pYqljx) =p?+rq?‘+sS2,,.,(x) + C~f,~ERP:ItFq:VtSS2,r;s(x), 
where pigs < pigi for all (r; 5) in R (formula 6 and Lemma 3). Put 
ui = (r, - r)/k, v, = (sl - s)/k; then if 1 f I >p:lqF;l we get IS,(J)1 >pilqsl. 
Let S, =A ,l,,,(S,). By Lemma 4 it is sufficient o find the maximal solution 
of I S,(x)1 = g, over A,. We can find numbers u2, v2 for this equation which 
are anlogous to the numbers ui, vl, make a u2, v,-step and so on. By 
Lemma 6 we obtain after w(Si) steps an operator with constant coefficients. 
We now proceed with additional u, v-steps, choosing ui, vi as before. For 
each of these steps by Lemma 7 
So in at most deg’ S, + deg* S2 + w(Si) u, v-steps we will obtain an 
operator from Inv(A,) (for appropriate u, v, i). This means that 
S,(x) = cxken(x&)“, where c E K (Proposition 1). If wI( gJ > 0, where gi is 
the right side of the corresponding equation, let us do w,(g,) - 1 more u, v- 
steps and reduce the solution of the original equation to the solution of 
lx’-“‘(x;,),, =p;Jq,sJ. 
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Ifm+sj#O, thenx=pjqj, ‘I “J where U, = rj/k, vj = (sj + m)/k; if m + sj = 0 
then x =p;Jqyp;, where vi+, = m/k. Finally xs( g,) =p:lqyl . . . qp;+i is 
obviously the maximal possible solution of the original equation. Properties 
(b), (c) and (d) f o 11 ow immediately from the construction. 
Let us check (a). If g-‘h E Gi\Gi+, then the first i- 1 u, v-steps for 
xs( g) and x,(h) are the same. After these steps we have the equations 
I si(xl =Pr’q”9i+ 13 1 Si(X)l =p$q$hi+ * 
where pr’qf’ < p;;qs;. But then pr’qy’ < py;q$ and so x(g) < x(h). 
LEMMA 10. Let S, E HO@,), h E G, and g =x,,(h). If fE A, and 
Ifle then I%(g+f)-SAdI > he 
ProoJ: It is sufficient to show that I S,( g +f) - S,(g)l’> h (Lemma 4). 
Let .f=CPkdjnf;:,j9 where { pfr Q’n} is a well-ordered set with a minimal 
element p:qb, and fi,j E A,, 1. Let g=p~q~g,,h=p~q”,hl, where 
g,,h, E G,+,- If ptq6, > piqi then the lemma can be easily checked for 
every monomial from S, (and we can then add “the inequalities”). If a = u 
and b = v then the inequality 1 S,(g +f) - S,(g t p:qifu,J > h also can be 
checked for every monomial. So it is sufficient to consider the case 
f=P~q~fu,,. If we prove now that IS,, ,(g, +f,,,) - S,, ,(g,)( > h, then 
the original inequality is also correct by Lemma 4’. So after m = max(w(S,), 
w,(g)) steps we have reduced our needed inequality to the inequality 
I%+&, +fm> - ~n+mkJl > hm 
where we still have If,] > g, =xsnt,(h,) but now g, = 1, gn+,,, E C(A,+,). 
Then IS,,+,(l)] = h,# 0 which means that S,+,(x)= cxk and for this 
operator the lemma is obvious. 
COROLLARY. For conditions as in Lemma 10 we have I S,( g t f)l = 
ISn(gI. 
LEMMA 11. Let S, E HO(A,) and f E A,,. Let us define operators S,,i 
by the equality S,dft X) = Ci S,,i(x), where i = deg S,,i. Then for each 
i > 0, x,Jh) < x,,(h) ifx,.(h) < If I. 
ProoJ Let gi = xs, I(h) and let g = max gi. If g > g’ = x,,(h) then we can 
find c E K such that I b’,cft cg) - S,(J)1 = ICi>0 C’S,,i(g)l = h because by 
Proposition 2(d) all I S,,i( g)( 2 h. On the other hand, I S,(jt cg) - S,(j)l > h 
because if (f ( > g’ we can use Proposition 2(d) and iff = g’ then we can use 
Lemma 10. So g < g’ as needed. 
LEMMA 12. Let S, TE HO(A,) and 0 <degS < deg T. Zf x,(h,)> 
481/93/l-9 
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x,(h,) and h > h, then x,(h) > xT(h). If the image of x,(h,)xg’(h,) is 
greater than 1 in G,/G,+ , (in the induced order) then x,(h) x;‘(h) > 1 in 
Gn/Gn + 1. 
This follows by an examination of the exponents in the construction of the 
maximal solution, as in the proof of Proposition 2. 
3. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION S,(x)=f, 
Let S,(x) E A * K[x]\A. Let us try to solve the equation S,(x) =f,. 
Without loss of generality we can suppose that S,(O) = 0 (S,(x) =f, is 
equivalent o S,(x) - S,(O) =f, - S,(O)). 
We can represent S,(x) as S,(x) = JFJ S,,i(x), where S,,i(x) E HO(A) and 
deg S,,( = i. By Proposition 2 we can find the maximal solution for the 
equation ]S,,,(x)( = If, ]. L e us choose g, maximum among these solutions. t 
If c E K then S,(cg,) = P(c)] f, 1 + I, where P(c)EK[c]\K and ]r] > Ifi] 
(Proposition 2(d)). This means that we can find a ci E K so that 
If1 - Sl@l g1I > Ifll. 
So now we can try to solve the equation S,(x) = S,(c, g, +x) - 
Sl(Cl Sl) =f1 - Sl(Cl g,) =f2 3 where I f2 ] > ] f, ]. We are going to construct 
the solution of S,(x) =f, by transfinite induction: namely, we are going to 
determine an increasing string of g,E G and c, E K where every pair g,, cY is 
determined analogously to the pair g, , cl. Of course it is necessary to show 
that we will arrive at the solution at the end. 
We now give a precise description of the induction process. The base is 
the element x, = c, g, which is defined above. Suppose that xb is defined for 
all ordinal numbers 6 which are less than V. 
If v is a number of the first kind (i.e., not a limit ordinal) let us denote 
f, -S,(x,-,) byf, and S,(x,-, +x)-S,(x,-,) by S,(x). Iff,=Othenx, is 
not definable and x, _ I is the solution. (We may refer to this as “effective 
stopping.“) 
If f, # 0, let us define g, and c, from the equation (S,(x)] = ] f,l and the 
inequality ] f, - S,(x)/ > 1 f,l as g, an d c, were defined. If g, is larger than all 
elements of supp x,-i then x, = x,-, + c, g,. If g, < g for some g E supp 
X u-1 then x, is not definable. (This is “ineffective stopping,” which must be 
proved impossible.) 
If v is a number of the second kind (a limit ordinal), then if Us, u 
SUPP xa = G,,, for some m and it we can put supp x, = lJ supp xg and for 
g E supp x, put x,(g) = x,(g), where 6 is the minimal number for which 
xg( g) # 0. (As in Section 1, xV( g) denotes the coefficient of g in x, .) If lJ 6< v 
supp xg does not belong to any G,,, then x, is not definable (also ineffective 
stopping, to be shown impossible). 
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The following two lemmas show that if x, cannot be defined for v of the 
first kind, then x,-, is a solution. 
LEMMA 13. Let us suppose that x, and xq are deJned and a < /3. Then 
If,,ll < Ifo,ll. 
ProoJ Let xb-xX,=cd+rga+r+R, where IRI>g,+l by definition of 
and gp+ r . By Lemma 10 and Statement 2(d) I S, + ,(x, - XJ - 
~~lltc,+lg,+l)l > IL+ll. But then If,+l I = I%+l(ca+lga+l)l = 
I~,+,~~,--x,~I=l~~~~~~-~~~~,~I. 
On the other hand, IS,(xp) - S,(x,)l = I(& - S,(x,)) - dfi - S,(X~))[ = 
IL-.&+,I. so I.L+ll=lfa+I -fo+Il and If,+Il~lfa+,l~ Ifha+ 
then quite analogously IfO+, I > If,, 2 I and If,, 2 / > If, + 1 I by definition of 
g a+1 and cm+13 ~oIfo+ll>lfa+Il. IfP=a+ 1 thenagainIf~+,l=If,+,l> 
Ifa+ll* 
LEMMA 14. Let a and /3 be numbers of the first kind, so that p > a and 
xq _, is deBned. Then g, < g,. 
Proo$ Suppose that g, > g,. Then I S,(-c, g,)l > I fb I by Proposi- 
tion 2(d) (for homogeneous components). But S,(-c, g,) = S,(xB- r - 
w,)-ux,-1) = w&l-c, &J-Slk-J- (w,-l)-sltx,-l)) 
= S,(R)-S,(c,g,+R), where IRI>ga (R=~~-~--x,-~-c,g,). So 
lSB(-c,g,)l = IS,(R)-S,(c,g, +R)I= If,1 by .Statement 2(d), the 
corollary to Lemma 10 and the definition of g, and c,. This means that 
I f,l > I fDl in contradiction with Lemma 13. 
So now it is enough to show that we do not go out of the algebra A when 
we define x, for a limit ordinal ,D. 
Let us assume that ~1 is a limit ordinal and that the x, are defined for all 
v ( p. If v < p is of the first kind then g, was defined from the equation 
IS,(x)l = If,]. Write S,(x)=C:=, S,,i(x), where S,,iEHO(A), degS,,i=i. 
Let us denote by g,,i the element xs,,i(l f,l) and introduce two functions a(v) 
and b(v): a(v)=max{ilg,,i=g,}, b(v)=max{ilg,,ig;lEG,}; clearly 
a(v) & b(v). 
PROPOSITION 3. The functions a(v) and b(v) are decreasing. 
Proof: Let a</?<p. Then Sb(~)=Sa(~B-l-~,~l+~)-SS,(~~-l- 
x,-J If we represent SaJ(~4-l-~,-, +~)-S~~(x~-~-x,-~) as 
xi S,,j,i(x), where S,,,i E HO(A) and deg S,,j,r = i then 
SD,i(X> = i: %J,,W (8) 
j=i 
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BY Lemma 11, ~~,~,(lf,l><g,,j because gm,j=x~~ .(If,l)Gg,=lx~-~ - 
x,_, I. Let g”’ = maxi g,, li<jg k}. It follows from (8) that (Sa,Jg)l > If,1 
if g > g”’ and so x s,,,(lf, 1) <g”‘. But g”’ < g, if i > 4a). So xs,,i(lL I> < g, 
for i > a(a). 
On the other hand, 
because Su,o(u),a(u) = Sn,a(a). This means that lS4,n(o)k)l = lS,,acadga)l = 
ILI and xs (1 f, 1) = g,. Since I fol > If, I (Lemma 13) it follows from 
Lemma 12 tk%‘when i > a(a) then xsD ,(IfoI) < ~~~,~(~)(lf~/) or u(B) <u(a). 
Now xsq $1 f, I) g; ’ Q g”‘g; ’ which is smaller than 1 if i > b(a). By putting 
i = b(o) in (8) one can see that I~D,b~a~(ga,b~aJl = l~a,b~a~(gn,b~a~)l and that 
XSB,*(,Jlfu I) = ga,bw * So again from Lemma 12 it follows that b(P) < b(a). 
Also from (8) and the defmition of b(a) one can see that 
%&) = %z,,,&)* (10) 
LEMMA 15. If u(a) = u(a + 1) then ga,, =g,. 
Proof: S,J(C, g,) = Sj~~ I f,l + Rj, where IRjl > I f,l for each j 
by definition of g, (sj E K are non zero only for those j for which 
g . =g,). If So,j,i is the homogeneous component of degree i of the 
oF:rator S&c, g, + x) - Sa.j(c, g,) then Sn&, g,) = (i) S&c, g,) = 
($ sjc$ If, I + R,. So S,,j,i( g,) = ({) sjc$’ If, I + Rj,i and from (8) we have 
where IRa+l,il > Ifal+ If/S,+,,i (g,)l = I f,l for some i < u(a) then g, is the 
maximal solution of the equation IS,, I,i(x)l = If, 1, using the same 
arguments as in Proposition 3. Now for each j > i we have similarly 
xs,+JIfu I) Q g, and we can apply Lemma 12 to see that i > u(a + 1) 
(If,+ll>If,l). Soifa(a)=a(a+l)ther~~(~)s~c’,-‘=Ofori<a(a). Let 
P(z) = ,JJyL:) sjzj. Then the derivative (P(c,))“’ = z [ j!/(j - i)!] sj&’ = 0 
for each i < u(a). This means that P(z) = sacu,(z - c,)‘(~) + P(c,) and then 
s, = s,,,,u(a)(-c,y’“‘-’ + 0 (since c, # 0), so ga,, = g,. 
LEMMA 16. If a(v) = n and b(v) = m for all v > 71 and if m > n then 
gvg,‘EGzundIf,~‘lEGzforv~7c. 
Proof We have the following relations: I~“,,(gIJ)l = If”17 
l $,,,(g,)f ;‘I E G, (by definition of g,, u(v) and b(v)); also from (9) it 
follows that g, is the maximal solution of the equation I.!?,,,(g,)l = I f,l and 
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similarly from (lo), Is,,,< g,)f;‘I E G,. Let us use representation (6) for 
the operators s,,, and s,,, : 
~“,,CX> =P:‘d’T,(x) and ~“,,<X> =P?qS*T*(x) 
and let g, =p~lq~l . . . , g, =pf2qy2 . . . . Then pi1+““2qS1+nu~ =p:2+““‘2qi2+*u2 
and p;l+wq;l+w ,pl;l+mulq;2+mut and so (ri - rJ/(m - n) = u2 = U, and 
(si - s&/(m - n) = u2 = v,. The? g, g;’ E G,, whence it follows that 
ILL’I E G, (I%,k)l= I.Ll, ILk)l= Ifnl>. 
By Proposition 3 there exists a 7c < ,U such that a(v) = it and b(v) = m are 
constants for v > rc and m > n. If m > n then by the previous lemma 
g, g;’ E G, and If, f;’ I E G, for v > 71, so we can write g, =p:qy g,,“, f, = 
pTd.t&,+R whereg,,,EG,,.&,EA,, PI > ILI and IW;‘l~G,. Let us 
omit in the equation S,(py qyx) =pl;qS,f,,, those S,,i for which 
gn,igi’@GG,. We will get an equation S,,,(pTq’;x) =p’;qif,,,. This 
equation is equivalent o the equation SC,,(x) =fC2) over A,, where SC,,(x) is 
the sum of results of U, v-steps on all of the homogeneous components of 
s 1.Z’ 
If we proceed to solve SC,,(x) =fC2) by successive approximations as 
described at the beginning of Section 3, then it can be seen that for u in [rr, u) 
each successive term can be taken to be c, g,,, (where c, is as for S,(x)). Let 
us denote by a(‘)(v) and b’*‘(v) the corresponding functions for this equation. 
It is obvious that a”‘(v) = a(v) and b”‘(v) < b(v). As before, eventually b’*’ 
is constant so we perform another u, u-step and so forth. 
If g, g,‘, E GAG,+ 1 then in no more than r - 1 such steps we will get an 
equation with b < m. Thus eventually there exists a j and 7c, E [n,,~) such 
that b”‘(v) = n for all v E [rri ,p). Since all Ai are isomorphic to A, it is 
sufficient o prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 17. Let us suppose that for the equation T(x) = f the pairs x,, c, 
are defined for all v < p, where ,u is an ordinal number of the second kind 
a(v) = b(v) = n when v < ,u. Then x, can be defined. 
ProoJ Both f and the coefficients of T(x) belong to some A,,,. Let us 
suppose that k > w(T,) + deg’ T,, + deg* ?;, , where T,, is the component of 
T with deg T, = n (A,,,, c A,,, if 2 < k). Let us show again by induction that 
for each v < ,U we have g, E G;,,, where GL,, = UGk,,qLtl (i= 0, 1, 2 ,... ). 
Suppose that f, and x, E Bk,,,, where B,,, is the subalgebra of A which 
consists of elements with supports in GA,,. Then f,, , =f - T(x,) so 
f,, I E B,,, dfE A,,, c B,,, , T(B,,,) c Bk,J. Now gn+ 1 can be determined 
from the equation IT,(x)1 = 1 f,, 1 I (see (10)). After k u, v-steps this equation 
is reduced to Ix”-~(x&+,)‘I =qjk+i, where j is a nonnegative integer. The 
SOhtiOn Of this eqUBtiOn iS qkU++;)‘n, SO gn+ 1 invOheS Only pl, q1 ?--.9pkp qk, 
qk+, and the latter only to a nonnegative power. 
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On the other hand, gn+ 1 is the maximal solution of the equation 
I **+I,* WI = IL+ll~ where *,+,,l is the component of first degree of the 
operator T,, , = T(x, + x) - T(x,) (Lemma 15). After k steps this equation 
is reduced to lq->+l~q~+lx~~,~=q$+l and so qk+l appears in gXtl to an 
integer power j-j,. Thus (j + r)/n is a nonnegative integer and we have 
proved that gn+, E GL,,. We now see that lJvCu supp g, is contained in 
G’ k,m which means that x, can be defined. So the lemma is proved and our 
transfinite induction gives the solution for any equation S(x) =f: 
4. TECHNICAL RESULTS 
Here we give the proofs that A,,, is a skew field and that first n 
derivatives of the function f,(z) = exp(r,(exp rn- ,( . a. exp rOz) ..a )) and f,, 
are independent. 
(1) Am,, is a skew Jield. If f E A,,, and If I = 1 then f = c +fi, where 
c E K\O and If, I > 1. It is obvious that CEO c-‘-If 1 if defined is f -’ and 
belongs to A,,,. (Here f i denotes the power of f, under the * 
multiplication.) It is clear that 2 c-‘-If f does not correspond to any 
element of A,,, if and only if there exists an infinite nonincreasing string of 
elements gi, gi E supp f !i, where ki is some increasing sequence of integers. 
If such a string exists then there exists a string { g,!} of elements 
g; E supp f [Ikil (where f ‘Ikl denotes the kth power of f, under series 
multiplication) such that gi = gl py’& +a * &m, where aii and bij are negative 
integers (see (2) and (3)). A s is well known ([6,8]) the g,! must be even- 
tually strictly increasing and so the sequence {pyilqtil ..a q:m} is eventually 
strictly decreasing. But this is impossible because it belongs to the well 
ordered semigroup generated by p;‘, q;‘,...,p;‘q;‘. If f = cg + R, where 
IR I > g then f -’ = (1 + c-‘g-*R)-’ c-‘g-l. 
(2) Independence. Let us define the family of functions {A} by induction: 
f. = exp rOz, f, = exp(r, f,- 1). We are going to prove that 
D 
n 
= WIYf:,,...,f!3 fO 
a@-,, I,-19-9 ro) * 
Let us suppose that D, = 0 and deduce then D,-, = 0 if n > 2. 
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is the Wronskian of the functions 
3, af, af, 
ar,’ ar,_l’“” ar, 
as functions of 2. 
$=f,f,-1, $=rmfm * ifj<m andf:,=r,f,f~-,. 
m J J 
so 
D, = w ( fnfn-19 r,fn- afn-l r f afi, ah ‘- n n are 1 
=r”,f:“w S.-,,f,, f,,,r.-,S.-,~ 
( 
af,-* 
n-2 
y...v r,-,f,-, ar, 
1 
afh 
= rt::rX.&-lf,>“+l W Lfn--2, FT..., ( afn-, " 2 ar 0 1 
=CirXf,-,f,>“+’ W 
( 
af k2 
f;-2,r 
af,:-, 
n-2 '***' are ) 
=r3XLf,)“+’ W r,-zfn-2f~-~,r,-2fn-2fn-~f~-, +fn-2fL3, 
( 
r n-2 
( 
r,-,f.-,j+f;_, +/.,p) ,..., r,-, 
n-3 n-3 
x m-zfn-2 
( 
+-, +fn-2+)) 
0 0 
= L2r,-Y (rnfn-2)” (fLf,>“+’ W fL39rn-2fn-3fL3 +fL3, 
( 
afn-3 r- afk3 
n-2 arnp3 f A-3 + arne3 )“*) 'n-2 
afn-3 fAp3 I Vr-3) 
are 
0 
n 
=r”-2r~I:r~f~-2df,-,fn)n+1 W 
( 
f:-3Jk3fL3Tr~-2,, 
8fn-3 f;-3 
n-3 
af;-, 
+ arnp3 7"e) 'n-2 are 
~f;~3+%p). 
0 
(We have used here that W(a(z) b,(z),..., a(z) b,(z)) = (a(~))~ W(b,(z),..., 
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b,(z)) if a(z) is a smooth function.) But f,- j does not depend on r,- *. 
Therefore 
W f:,,f.,f:-,,r”-~~f:-l 
( n-3 
+ 
afAw3 x-, - ,..., r,~*a,,f.~,+~) 
am-3 
is a polynomial function of rap2 and the coefficient of r::: is 
So if D,r 0 then D,-, E 0 and it is sufficient o check that Do, D, and D, 
are not identically zero. It is easy to check that Do = zfo, D, = r,(fofi)‘, 
4 = rhrif i(flf2>“. 
5. FREIHEITSSATZ 
The Freiheitssatz for associative algebras is the following statement 
conjectured in [2,3]: 
If f E F(x, ,..., x,)\F(x, ,..., x,-i) then (f) n F(x, ,..., x,-J = 0. 
(Here F(x, ,..., x,) is the free associative algebra with unit over the field k 
and m is two-sided principal ideal generated by df).) In other words, the 
images of x, ,..., x,-i generate a free subalgebra in the factor algebra of the 
free algebra by the principal ideal generated by an element containing x,. 
Here is a proof of the conjecture for char k = 0. Suppose that 
S(x , ,..., x,) = 0 implies T(x, ,..., x,- i) = 0 in every algebra (this means that 
for any n elements of the algebra which satisfy the first relation, the second 
relation follows) and suppose S(x, ,..., x,) E F(x ,,,.., x,)\F(x, ,,.., x,- i). Then 
S = So + S,, where So = S(x, ,..., x,-i, 0) and S, E (x,) (S, # 0). Let us 
choose as algebra the algebraically closed skew field over K = J? which was 
described above. This algebra does not satisfy any g.p.i., so T. S, & 0. Let 
us fix n elements a,, Us,..., a, for which TS, # 0. S(x) = (a ,,..., a,-,, x) 
depends on x because S(0) - S(u,) # 0. So we can find a root b of the 
equation S(x) = 0 which gives a contradiction. 
Remark. From this theorem immediately follows the Freiheitssatz for 
Lie algebras of characteristic zero [9]. 
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